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Attention-grabbing phenomenon lift in people in concern of Muallaf (people/person that convert his/her religion into Moslem) that could do the commandments more than born bearer moslem. Reality on those Muallaf if we compare it to the born bearer Moslem seems so strange for sure, concerned to the time being is shorter but in contradiction do better on fullfilling the commandments.

In concern of those phenomenon, this research is done for purpose to reveal many factors that influence the religious aspect on Muallaf. This research uses qualitative method with interviewing and observing on collect the datas. The subject of research are adults in concern of the capability on rational reasoning.

The result shows that the portrayal of religious aspects on Muallaf divided into two, that obey the commandments and the doesn’t one. Muallaf that affected by intern factors, means experience the religious phenomena and strugle on his/her heart when chosing to convert the religion into moslem would ussually do the commandments better on consistency. Moreover, have the deeper understanding on the meaning. But vise versa to the muallaf that influenced by extern factors, such as family, that leads him/her has no experience on religious aspects. As an effect, couldn’t fullfil on consistence doing the commandments, because he/her doesn’t feel the needed and importance on fullfilling it.